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Abstract
Features of an isolated attosecond pulse generated by three-color ﬁelds are investigated as a function of
the time delays between different-frequency components. It is found that there is a window for the
time delays inwhich the characteristics of an isolated attosecond pulse are relatively stable. By
analyzing the variation of the driving ﬁeld and the harmonic emission timewith the time delays, the
stability of the isolated attosecond pulse is well explained. This analysis shows that by conﬁning the
harmonic emission time in a half-cycle, the sensitivity of an isolated attosecond pulse to the shift of
time delays can decrease, which is important to the ultrafastmeasurement with an isolated attosecond
pulse.
1. Introduction
Since the demonstration of an isolated attosecond pulse by high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in 2001 [1],
the time-resolved spectroscopy has been extended to the attosecond domain, helping us better understand the
ultrafast electron dynamics in gaseous atoms [2–6], molecules [7–10], and condensed-matter systems [11–14].
As a pumpor probe tool of the spectroscopy, any change of an isolated attosecond pulse, including its pulse
duration, pulse intensity and averaged photon energy,may lead to different observation results and ﬁnally to a
different conclusion.Hence the stability of an isolated attosecond pulse is vital formeasuring, revealing and
controlling the ultrafast dynamics.
To produce a stable isolated attosecond pulse byHHG, it is necessary that the electric ﬁeldwaveformof the
driving laser is stable frompulse to pulse. This requirement can be achieved by an extremely short laser pulse
with a stabilized carrier-envelop phase (CEP) [15, 16]. However, a disadvantage of this one-color scheme is that
the harmonic efﬁciency is severely limited [17].Moreover, a few-cycle laser system in general is difﬁcult to
operate andmaintain [18]. To improve the scheme for isolated attosecond pulse generation, researchers
proposed polarization gatingmethod [19–23] and two-color polarization gatingmethod [24].With the two-
color polarization gatingmethod, the harmonic efﬁciencywas improved [24].Whereas, the conversion
efﬁciency remains to be further improved. It has been shown that the harmonic conversion efﬁciency can
increase signiﬁcantly if the laser’s waveform is optimized by synthesizing two- or three-color ﬁelds [9, 25, 26]. In
addition,manyworks have also been done to optimize the shape of the three-color ﬁeld for harmonic extension
and ultrashort attosecond pulse generation [27–30]. As for thesemulti-color scheme, the stability of an isolated
attosecond pulse generated by the synthesized ﬁelds have not been discussed seriously.
In this paper, we investigate the features of an isolated attosecond pulse by a three-colormulti-cycle long
pulses and examine the stability of its characteristics respect to the time delays between different colors. The
characteristics of an isolated attosecond pulse include its pulse duration, pulse intensity, and averaged photon
energy. Two cases without andwith phase compensation are considered here. It is found that there is awindow
for time delay inwhich an isolated attosecond pulse is relatively stable. By analyzing the variation of the electric
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ﬁeld and the harmonic emission timewith the time delay, the stability of the isolated attosecond pulse is well
explained. Our analysis shows that by conﬁning the harmonic emission time in a half-cycle, the sensitivity of an
isolated attosecond pulse to the shift of time delays can decrease.
2. Theoreticalmodel
The high-order harmonic generation is simulated by using the strong ﬁeld approximation (SFA)model [31].
This widely used SFAmodel can provide analytical and fully quantum-mechanical formulations for simulating
the process of high-order harmonic generation. Although it does not contain the inﬂuence of theCoulomb
potential of the parent ion, it hasmade a big success in describing and predicting the properties of the high-order
harmonics.Within thismodel and the single active electron (SAE) approximation, the time-dependent dipole
velocity is given by
*
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In this equation, ζ is a positive constant. t′ and t correspond to the ionization and recombination time of the
electron, respectively.E(t) refers to the electricﬁeld of the driving laser, andA(t) is its associated vector potential.
dion[v] and vrec[v] are the ionization dipolemoment and the recombination dipole velocity, respectively. pst and
Sst are the stationarymomentum and the quasi-classical action, which are given by
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with Ip being the ionization energy of the state fromwhich the electron is ionized. Then the complex amplitude
of the high-order harmonics with a frequencyωn is obtained by
òw = w˜( ) ( ) ( )e ddt t dtS v . 4n i t dipn
The intensity and phase of the harmonics are calculated by using w w=( ) ∣˜( )∣P Sn n 2 and f w w=( ) (˜( ))arg Sn n ,
respectively. In the case without phase compensation, the attosecond pulse produced byﬁltering the harmonics
fromωn toωm is given by
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For the case with phase compensation, the attosecond pulse is given by
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The averaged photon energy of the attosecond pulse is calculated by
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3. Results and discussions
Weconsider a three-color laserﬁeld synthesized by three linearly polarized near-infrared ﬁelds. The
corresponding electric ﬁeld is expressed as
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Where, Ei, τi,ωi, andji (i=0, 1, 2) are the electric ﬁeld amplitude, pulse duration, angular frequency, and
carrier-envelop phase of each component of the synthesized ﬁeld. Thewavelength of the fundamental ﬁeldω0 is
ﬁxed at 800 nm. Thewavelengths of the two control ﬁelds are longer than that of the fundamental ﬁeld and are
tuned in the near-infrared regime, which can be achieved by optical parametric ampliﬁcation (OPA) or optical
parametric chirped pulse ampliﬁcation (OPCPA) technology [32, 33].
Inﬁgures 1(b)–(d), three different cases of the synthesized ﬁeld are presented. Thewavelengths of all the
components are indicated in eachﬁgure. For these three cases, the intensities of the three componentsω0,ω1,
andω2 are 1.5×10
14, 0.3×1014, and 0.3×1014W cm−2, respectively. The pulse durations of the three
components are τ0=τ1=τ2=28 fs, which is deﬁned by the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM). The
carrier-envelop phases arej0=j1=j2=0. The time delay between different components are
delay1=delay2=0. The difference among the three cases is the different wavelength of the second and third
componentsω1 andω2. For comparison, we also present a few-cycle laser pulsewith awavelength of 800 nm in
ﬁgure 1(a). The pulse duration (FWHM) is 3.5 fs. The electric ﬁeld is given by
t w j= + + - +
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This equation ensures that the peak intensities of the one-color and three-color ﬁelds are the same.
Interestingly, the central parts of the synthesized electric ﬁelds, denoted by the red-dashed rectangles in
ﬁgures 1(b)–(d), present a few-cycle-like structure, as inﬁgure 1(a) for the one-color 3.5 fs ﬁeld.Moreover, for
all the three cases shown inﬁgures 1(b)–(d), the peaks nearby the highest peak of the squared amplitude of the
synthesized ﬁelds are suppressed signiﬁcantly, due to themodulation by the second and third control ﬁelds. This
property will lead to a very broad quasi-continuum spectrum, aswill be discussed in the following. By scanning
Figure 1. (a)A few-cycle laser ﬁeld at wavelength of 800 nm. The pulse duration is 3.5 fs deﬁned by the full width at halfmaximum.
(b–c) Few-cycle-like laser ﬁelds synthesized by three color ﬁeldswith a pulse duration of 28 fs. The component wavelengths are
800 nm + 1200 nm + 1600 nm for panel b, 800 nm + 1350 nm + 1950 nm for panel c, and 800 nm + 1100 nm + 1700 nm for
panel d, respectively. For all these synthesized ﬁelds, the intensities of the three components are 1.5×1014 W cm−2,
0.3×1014 W cm−2, and 0.3×1014 W cm−2, respectively. The time delays between different components are zero.
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the intensities andwavelengths of the second and third components of the three-colorﬁeld, we ﬁnd that the few-
cycle-like structure can be obtained in awide range of the intensities andwavelengths.
To demonstrate the few-cycle-like property of these synthesized ﬁelds, we take the three-color ﬁeld of
800 nm+1200 nm+1600 nm shown inﬁgure 1(b) as an example. Ar atom is chosen as the target. Hence, the
intensity of 1.5×1014 W cm−2 for the fundamental ﬁeld is chosen to avoid signiﬁcant ionization of Ar atom.
The spectra for the electric ﬁeld shown inﬁgures 1(a) and (b) are presented by the red and blue curves in
ﬁgure 2(a), respectively. The corresponding time-frequency spectra are also presented inﬁgures 2(b) and (c).
Similar to the case of one-color few-cycle ﬁeld, a super-continuum spectrum indicated by a double arrow is
obtained near the cutoff for the synthesized ﬁeld. A broad quasi-continuum structure is also observed in the
harmonic spectrum, due to the interference between the contributions coming from long and short trajectories.
From the time-frequency spectra shown inﬁgures 2(b) and (c), one can see that the emission time of the
harmonics with high photon energy is well conﬁned into a half cycle of the driving ﬁeld, as in the case of one-
color few-cycle ﬁeld.Hence, the harmonic spectrum generated by the synthesized ﬁeld shows similar features to
that of one color few-cycle ﬁeld. Therefore, a few-cycle-like ﬁeld is obtained by combining threemulti-cycle
pulses. Themajor difference between the harmonic spectra generated by one-color and three-color ﬁelds is a
broader bandwidth of the quasi-continuumobserved in the case of the synthesized ﬁeld. This is because the
larger amplitude difference between the second and ﬁrst highest peak of the electric ﬁeld observed in the case of
three-colorﬁeld [31, 34]. By directly ﬁltering the harmonics in the super-continuum, an isolated attosecond
pulse is obtained, as shown inﬁgures 2(d) and (e) for the one-color ﬁeld and the synthesized ﬁeld, respectively.
When the driving pulse for producing isolated attosecond pulse is synthesized by three-color laser ﬁelds,
both theCEP of each component and the time delays between different colors need to bewell controlled.
Although the optical path difference can be stabilized to below 1 fs [35], it is still very important to investigate the
stability of attosecond pulsewith the variation of time delays. A shift of the time delaywhen doing experiment
can lead to different waveformof the driving ﬁeld frompulse to pulse, accordinglymay lead to an unstable
Figure 2. (a)Harmonic spectra driven by the laserﬁelds shown inﬁgure 1(a) (red curve) andﬁgure 1(b) (blue curve). (b and c)The
corresponding time-frequency analysis of the harmonic spectra shown in panel a by red and blue curves, respectively. (d and e)
Attosecond pulses ﬁltered from the harmonic spectra shown in panel a by red and blue curves, respectively. The selected harmonics
are indicated by the double arrows in panel a.
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isolated attosecond pulse. In the following, we assume that theCEPof each component is stabilized and
systematically investigate the sensitivity of the generated isolated attosecond pulse to the variation of time delay.
We take theﬁeld shown inﬁgure 1(b) as an example. delay1 and delay2 of the synthesized ﬁeld vary from−0.5 fs
to 0.5 fs.Weﬁrst consider the casewithout phase compensation by using equation (5) to obtain the attosecond
pulse. The higher photon energyωm of the selected harmonic spectrum is determined by one-order decay of the
harmonic intensity comparedwith that of the plateau. The lower photon energyωn of the selected harmonic
spectrummakes sure that the shortest isolated attosecond pulse is obtained for each time delay.
Inﬁgure 3, the pulse duration (panel a), the normalized intensity (panel b), and the averaged photon energy
(panel c) of the obtained isolated attosecond pulse are presented as a function of delay1 and delay2. The pulse
duration is deﬁned by the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM). The intensities of the isolated attosecond pulses
are normalized by themaximumvalue. The averaged photon energy of the attosecond pulse is calculated by
using equation (7). The contour line is used to describe the sensitivity of the isolated attosecond pulse to the
variation of time delay. As shown in ﬁgure 3(a), the pulse duration of the isolated attosecond pulse is in the range
of 290± 10 as, when delay1 and delay2 vary from0.0 fs to 0.5 fs.Whereas the variation of the pulse duration
becomes signiﬁcant, changing from300 as to 230 as when delay1 and delay2 vary from−0.5 fs to 0.0 fs.
Correspondingly, the contour line becomes very dense around−0.5 fs, as shown inﬁgure 3(a). Hence, the
attosecond pulse duration is very sensitive to the variation of delay1 and delay2 around−0.5 fs. Similar
phenomenon is also observed for the normalized intensity and the photon energy of the isolated attosecond
pulse, as presented inﬁgures 3(b) and (c).When delay1 and delay2 vary from0.5 fs to−0.5 fs, both the intensity
and the photon energy change slowly atﬁrst, and then change signiﬁcantly when delay1 and delay2 are close to
−0.5 fs, as shown by the density of the contour line in ﬁgures 3(b) and (c). Hence, the isolated attosecond pulse,
including its pulse duration, pulse intensity, and photon energy, is sensitive to the variation of delay1 and delay2
around−0.5 fs, while it is relatively stable from0.0 fs to 0.5 fs.
To get an insight into the sensitivity of the isolated attosecond pulse to the variation of the time delay, we
analyzed three typical cases of different time delays, i.e. delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs, delay1=delay2=0.0 fs,
and delay1=delay2=0.5 fs. Their electric ﬁelds, the corresponding harmonic time-frequency spectra, and
harmonic spectra are presented in theﬁrst, second, and third row ofﬁgure 4, respectively. Theﬁrst, second, and
third column correspond to the results for the case of delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs, delay1=delay2=0.0 fs, and
delay1=delay2=0.5 fs, respectively. Because the isolated attosecond pulse is obtained by ﬁltering the super-
continuum spectrum in the cutoff, we just focus on the harmonic emission in the cutoff. There are two peaks of
the electricﬁeld that play an important role in the harmonic emission in the cutoff.We denote these two peaks as
‘A’ and ‘B’ inﬁgures 4(a1)–(a3). In the case of delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs shown in theﬁrst columnofﬁgure 4,
the harmonics in the cutoff aremainly contributed by the electron ionized around peak ‘B’. Hence, the
harmonics aremainly emitted around 55.4 fs. As for the cases of delay1=delay2=0.0 fs and delay1=
delay2=0.5 fs, the harmonics in the cutoff are emitted by the electron ionized around the peak ‘A’. Hence, the
emission time of the cutoff harmonics are around 54 fs, as shown inﬁgures 4(b2) and (b3).When delay1 and
delay2 vary from0.5 fs to−0.5 fs, the harmonics in the cutoff is always contributed by the electron ionized
Figure 3. (a–c)The pulse durations (panel a), normalized intensities (panel b), and averaged photon energy (panel c) of the isolated
attosecond pulses calculated by equation (5) (without phase compensation) as a function of delay1 and delay2 of the synthesized ﬁeld.
The other parameters of the driving ﬁeld are the same as those used inﬁgure 1(b). The dependence of the isolated attosecond pulse on
delay1 and delay2 is characterized by the contour lines.
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around peak ‘A’. Until delay1 and delay2 are close to−0.5 fs, the harmonics in the cutoff turn to being
contributed by the electron ionized around peak ‘B’. Since the synthesized ﬁeld possesses a few-cycle-like
structure, the amplitudes of peak ‘A’ and ‘B’ are quite different. This leads to quite different properties of the
harmonics emitted around 54 fs and 55.4 fs, including the harmonic phase, intensity, and photon energy. As a
result, the isolated attosecond pulse obtained by ﬁltering the cutoff present sharp changes in the pulse duration,
intensity, and averaged photon energy around delays of−0.5 fs. From the above discussion, one can conclude
that the shift of the harmonic emission time fromahalf cycle to another half cycle is themajor cause of the
sensitivity of the isolated attosecond pulse to the time delays around−0.5 fs.
By directly ﬁltering a super-continuum cutoff from the harmonic spectrum, an isolated attosecond pulse can
be obtained. This spectral range generally is narrow, as shown inﬁgure 2(a). From the harmonic spectra shown
inﬁgures 4(c1)–(c3), one can see that besides the narrow super-continuum structure in the cutoff, a very broad
quasi-continuum structure is also observed, as indicated by the double arrows. If there exists a certain relation
between the harmonic phase and frequency for these broadband quasi-continuum spectra, then a broader
spectral range can be selected to produce a shorter isolated attosecond pulse by applying phase compensation
[23, 36]. Hence, in the following, we perform a detailed phase analysis of the harmonics toﬁnd the broadest
spectral rangewhere the phase compensation can be implemented. As examples, the harmonic phases of the
spectra for the three typical cases discussed inﬁgure 4 are presented inﬁgures 5(a)–(c). The horizontal axis
stands for the photon energy in eV unit.We use double lines to depict the spectral range of the quasi-continuum.
As shown inﬁgures 5(a)–(c), the harmonic phase presents a randombehavior for the ﬁrst tens of harmonic
order, due to the interference between the harmonics emitted at different optical cycles.Whereas for the
harmonics in the quasi-continuum, a piecewise-linear relation between the harmonic phase and the photon
energy is observed in both cases of delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs and delay1=delay2=0.5 fs. Several break points
occurring in themiddle of the piecewise-linear lines correspond to the spectralminima. In the case of
Figure 4. (a1–a3)The electric ﬁeld of the synthesized pulse for three typical cases of different time delays. The ﬁrst, second, and third
column correspond to the case of delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs, delay1=delay2=0.0 fs, and delay1=delay2=0.5 fs, respectively.
(b1–b3)The corresponding time-frequency spectra for the three typical cases of different time delay. (c1–c3)The corresponding
harmonic spectra for the three typical cases of different time delay.
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delay1=delay2=0.0 fs, although a complicate behavior of the harmonic phase versus the photon energy is
presented, the relation between them is also deﬁnite.We use equation (5) to calculate the attosecond pulse
produced by ﬁltering the quasi-continuum spectra. The results are shown inﬁgures 5(d)–(f) for
delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs, delay1=delay2=0.0 fs, and delay1=delay2=0.5 fs, respectively. As shown in
ﬁgures 5(d)–(f), all the harmonics in the quasi-continuum are emittedwithin a half cycle of the fundamental
ﬁeld for all the three cases. In the case of delay1=delay2=−0.5 fs, the emission time is around 55.4 fs, while in
the other two cases, the emission time is around 54.0 fs. This is consistent with the discussion onﬁgure 4. The
splits of these pulses are due to the different emission time of the harmonics contributed by the long and short
trajectory.Hence, the phase of the harmonics emittedwithin only a half cycle presents a certain relationwith the
photon energy. This provides the possibility of phase compensation for these harmonics. Then a broader
spectral range can be selected to produce a shorter isolated attosecond pulse.
Inﬁgure 6, the pulse duration (panel a), the pulse intensity (panel b), and the photon energy (panel c) of the
isolated attosecond pulse with phase compensation are presented. The selected spectral range is determined by
the phase analysis of the harmonics and is the broadest onewhere the relation between the harmonic phase and
photon energy is deﬁnite. The intensity of the attosecond pulse shown inﬁgure 6(b) is normalized by the
maximumvalue. The contour line inﬁgures 6(a)–(c) is used to characterize the dependence of the attosecond
pulse on the time delays. For comparison, the scales of the color-maps are set to be the same as those inﬁgure 3.
As shown inﬁgure 6(a), the attosecond pulsewith phase compensation is signiﬁcantly compressed into sub-
hundred attosecond formost of the time delays. Since the selected harmonics include a part of the plateau, the
averaged photon energy of the attosecond pulse with phase compensation is relatively lower than that of the
attosecond pulsewithout phase compensation, as shown inﬁgures 3(c) and 6(c). It is worth noting that, similar
to the case without phase compensation, the attosecond pulse including its pulse duration, pulse intensity, and
photon energy, is sensitive to the change of the time delay fromdelay1=delay2=0.0 fs to delay1=delay2=
−0.5 fs, while it is relatively stable fromdelay1= delay2=0.0 fs to delay1=delay2=0.5 fs, as shown by the
contour lines inﬁgure 6.Moreover, the stability of the attosecond pulse is better in the case with phase
compensation.
To investigate the universality of the stabilization of the isolated attosecond pulsewith few-cycle-like ﬁelds,
we also considered the synthesized ﬁeldwith different wavelengths. Inﬁgure 7, the results for the case of
800 nm+ 1300 nm+ 1900 nmare presented.Other laser parameters are the same as those of the
800 nm+ 1200 nm+ 1600 nmﬁeld. The full characterization of the isolated attosecond pulse for the case
Figure 5. (a–c)The phase of the harmonic spectra shown in ﬁgures 4(c1)–(c3). (d–f)The attosecond pulses produced byﬁltering the
quasi-continuum spectra indicated by the double lines in panels (a–c).
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without andwith phase compensation are presented in the ﬁrst and second rowofﬁgure 7, respectively. The
ﬁrst, second, and third column correspond to the pulse duration, the intensity, and the averaged photon energy
of the isolated attosecond pulse, respectively. As shown inﬁgure 7, the density of the contour line in panels (a–c),
Figure 6. (a–c)The pulse durations (panel a), normalized intensities (panel b), and averaged photon energy (panel c) of the attosecond
pulses calculated by equation (6) (with phase compensation) as a function of delay1 and delay2 of the synthesized ﬁeld. The selected
harmonic spectra are determined by the phase analysis of the harmonics and correspond to the broadest onewhere the phase
compensation can be performed.
Figure 7.The pulse duration (theﬁrst column), the normalized intensity (the second column), and the averaged photon energy (the
third column) of the isolated attosecond pulse for the case ofmixing 800 nm, 1300 nm, and 1900 nmﬁeld. Other parameters of this
synthesized ﬁeld are the same as those of the case ofmixing 800 nm, 1200 nm, and 1600 nm ﬁeld. Theﬁrst and second row correspond
to the isolated attosecond pulse without andwith phase compensation, respectively. The contour line is used to describe the stability of
the properties of an attosecond pulse against the time delays.
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panel (e), and panel (f) is lower in the top right corner than in the bottom left corner, while that in panel (d) is low
for almost everywhere except for a small area in the bottom right corner. Hence, for both cases with andwithout
phase compensation, the isolated attosecond pulses show a similar stability to those generated by the
800 nm+ 1200 nm+ 1600 nmﬁeld. In detail, for both cases with andwithout phase compensation, the
attosecond pulse is relatively stable when delay1 and delay2 vary from0.5 fs to 0.0 fs, while it becomes sensitive to
the variation of delay1 and delay2 from0.0 fs to−0.5 fs, especially around−0.5 fs.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we theoretically synthesized a few-cycle-like laser pulse bymixing three-colormulti-cycle laser
ﬁelds for the generation of isolated attosecond pulse. Thenwe investigate the dependence of the isolated
attosecond pulse on the time delay between different-frequency components of the few-cycle-like three-color
ﬁelds. Two cases without andwith phase compensation are considered. Toﬁnd the broadest spectral range
where the phase compensation can be implemented, a detailed phase analysis is also performed.With the phase
compensation, the durations of the isolated attosecond pulses can be signiﬁcantly compressed into sub-hundred
attosecond.Moreover, the isolated attosecond pulses without andwith phase compensation are stable in the
samewindowof time delay. By analyzing the variation of the electric ﬁeld and the harmonic emission timewith
the time delays, the stability of the isolated attosecond pulse is well explained. To obtain a relatively stable
attosecond pulse, one need to avoid the delays aroundwhich the emission time of the harmonics used to
synthesize attosecond pulse shifts from a half cycle to another half cycle of the fundamental ﬁeld.Hence, by
conﬁning the harmonic emission time in a half-cycle, the sensitivity of an isolated attosecond pulse to the shift of
time delays can decrease, which is important to the ultrafastmeasurement with an isolated attosecond pulse.
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